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Motivation : Adaptive behaviour in a society of
agents

Adaptive agent must
learn from its experience
act to fulfill various goals

⇒ learning online an action model (Relational
Reinforcement Learning)
Agents might share experience or knowledge

to learn a better model
to make a better decision
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Basic architecture

Action cycle
1 Decide. Given current state and goal, chose an action

to perform.
2 Act. Perform the action decided in previous step.
3 Observe. Get the actual resulting state after performing

the action to update current state.
Assumptions

Deterministic model
Agents do not interfere (they act in separate
environments).
Agents are autonomous (a behaviour, but no control)
No shared memory (ease privacy, any information
exchange must be intended and explicit)
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Examples

A classroom of robots learning to perform simple tasks
as stacking colored cubes. Each robot works on its own
table and cubes, and has to learn the same, universal,
action model.
Mobile devices assisting their owner in the same
unknown country : the underlying world model is the
same but actions have only local effects
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Basic learning architecture

Action cycle
1 Decide. Given current state and goal, chose an action

to perform.
2 Act. Perform the action decided in previous step.
3 Observe. Get the actual resulting state after performing

the action to update current state.
4 Learn. If observed effect is different from the expected

one, update action model by learning.
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IRALE performs Relational action model
revision

An agent acting in its environment has to learn the
deterministic effects of its actions.

The agent follows a trajectory
state1/action1/state2/action2. . .staten.
An observation is a triple s/a/e where e is the
observed effect when applying action a in state s. s + e
is the resulting state.
e is decomposed in add and del atoms :

vices assisting their owner in the same unknown country:
the underlying world model is the same but most probably
the actions of some agent1have only local effects that do not
affect the results of other agents actions. Therefore, each
mobile device can safely build its action model benefiting
from other similar devices’ experiences. In order to state
global properties at the Multi Agent level, it is necessary to
precise the behavior of agents regarding the other agent’s
model they are aware of: do they modify their own model
when some other agent has ended a global revision ? We
consider here the individualistic variant of SMILE, denoted
as iSMILE, in which agents ignore other agent’s models and
only modify their model when performing a global revision
such as described above.

We embed here the action model learning mechanism IRA-
LE in the general multi agent learning protocol iSMILE. In
IRALE, the agent knows which actions are available and has
a complete representation of the current state, representing
both his own state and the environment state. He sequen-
tially performs actions and each applied action will possibly
change the current state into a new state, forming a trajec-
tory in the space of states. The difference between these two
states is considered as the effect of performing this action
in the current state. In order to be able to rationally select
actions, i.e. to act with the purpose of reaching some goal,
the agent needs to relate its actions to their effect. In the
indirect or model-based Reinforcement Learning framework
[15] the agent explicitly learns such an action model allow-
ing to predict the effect of actions, and use it as an input
of a symbolic planner, whose output is a plan to execute to
reach its current goal. Indirect RL proved to be very efficient
when handling relational – Datalog – representations [4, 7].
IRALE uses such restrictions of First Order Logic repre-
sentations both for describing states as a variable number of
objects related by various relations, and for representing the
action model as a set of STRIPS like condition/action/effect
first order rules.

In the collaborative relation action model learning pro-
posed here, the agents uses IRALE as a revision mechanism,
are equipped with a symbolic planner and will try to form
and execute plans in order to reach random individual goals.
IRALE is described in section 2, and SMILE and iSMILE in
section 3. We describe the resulting integrated framework
in section 4 and provide and discuss experiments in section
5.

2. RELATIONAL ACTION LEARNING
In this section, we will discuss the relational action model

revision algorithm IRALE [13] that each agent will use to
revise its action model. IRALe is a theory revision algo-
rithm dedicated to relational action rule learning. It learns
STRIPS-like action model as a set of rules from state/action-
/effect triples. Several rules can be associated to each action,
each rule completely describing all the effects of the action
in a given context. In this way, the model allows to rep-
resent conditional effects. IRALe only memorizes counter-
examples, namely examples that have provoked a prediction
error (the observed effect is not the predicted one) at some
point during the model construction. IRALE learns deter-
ministic rules, i.e. once the preconditions of some rule are
satisfied, applying the corresponding action yields a single

1or more precisely the actions of its owner

effect. The algorithm is primarily intended to learn in a re-
alizable case, i.e., when there exists an action model exactly
predicting the outcomes of any action in any state. Note,
however that IRALE has been proven to be accurate when
learning in the presence of some amount of noise[13, 14].

Related work
Learning planning operators has been studied intensively,
including the problem of learning the effects of actions, in
the context of Relational Reinforcement Learning (RLL).
The first system integrating incremental action model and
policy learning is MARLIE [4]. Learning relational action
rules has also been studied in the context of inductive logical
programming by Otero et al.[9, 10]. In both cases, the model
predicts separately the value of each possible effect literal
(positive or negative).

Other works [12, 11, 16, 7] address stochastic effects. Learn-
ing is then performed from scratch and needs prior memo-
rization of the whole set of observations. We further discuss
stochasticity, as a perspective, in the last section.

2.1 States, actions, examples and rules
States and actions are represented by objects and relations

between them. Examples are observations resulting from
the agent actions and the agent minimally revises the action
model when needed. Relations between objects in a state
are described using predicates applied to constants. In the
following, objects are denoted by constants, denoted by a
lower-case character (a, b, f , . . .). Variables are denoted by
an upper-case character (X, Y , . . .), and may instantiate to
any object of the domain. A term is here a constant or a
variable. Actions and relations between objects are denoted
by predicate symbols. For instance, in a blocks world, if a
block a is on top of an unknown block X, this is denoted by
the literal on(a, X).

Examples are described as sets of conjunctions of ground
literals. Following a STRIPS-like notation, when the agent
performs an action, state literals that are not affected by the
action are not described in the effect part. The examples are
denoted by x.s/x.a/x.e.add, x.e.del, with x.s a conjunction
of literals describing the state, x.a a literal of action and
finally an effect part with x.e.add a conjunction of positive
literals and x.e.del a conjunction of negated literals. For
instance, in the blocks world, Fig.1 shows an example of the
action move:
on(a, f), on(b, f), on(c, a)/move(c, b)/on(c, b), ¬on(c, a).

Figure 1: Example of a move action in a simple
blocks world

IRALe builds an action model T represented as a set of
rules T.R and a set of counter-examples T.X that have been
memorized during the agent history. Each rule r is com-
posed, by a precondition r.p, an action r.a and an effect
r.e, and is denoted as r.p / r.a / r.e. The precondition is
a conjunction of positive literals, which have to be satisfied
so as to apply the rule. The action is a literal defining the
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An action model

Let
on(a, f ),on(b, f ),on(c,a)/move(c,b)/on(c,b),¬on(c,a)

be an observation.
An action model B is a set of STRIPS like rules as :

on(X ,Z ),on(Y ,W )/move(X ,Y )/on(X ,Y ),¬on(X ,Z )

which applied on the state/action part of the previous
action (with substitution (X/c,Y/b,Z/a)) results in the
correct prediction :
ê = e = on(c,b),¬on(c,a)

Whenever an observation is a prediction error,
IRALE revises the model B : rules are added, specialized,
generalized
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Contradiction

Definition

An observation k is a counterexample and is said to
contradict the model B iff :

either there is no rule r ∈ B, such that r applies to k
while the observed effect is not ∅ (completeness issue).
or there is some rule r ′ that applies to k and whose
effect does not match the observed effect in k
(coherence issue).

B needs to be updated to B′ in order to preserve coherence
and completeness w.r.t. k and other past counterexamples
in the agent memory.
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Revision operators

Matching operations between rules and examples relies on
subsumption under Object Identity :
on(X ,Y ) subsumes {red(a),on(a,b)}, but does not
subsume {red(a),on(a,a)}, as OI forbids X and Y to both
match constant a.

Revision operators to apply when k contradicts B
Minimally generalizing a rule r : Find least general
generalization r ′ of r such that r ′ applies to k and predicted
effect matches effect in k (completeness)
Adding k as a new rule (completeness)
Minimally specializing rules in order to avoid incorrect
effect prediction in k (coherence)

Only contradicting observations leads to revision and are
memorized.
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IRALE summary

Observations resulting from actions performed by the
agent in the current state and from the effect produced
on the environment
Minimal revision of a rule relational action model under
OI subsumption on a necessity basis
Default rule predicting ∅ effect
Counterexample memorization scheme
All implemented in PROLOG
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Learning in a system of agents : SMILE

SMILE is a learner-critic mechanism defined for
classification task.

Based on consistency maintenance.
Whenever an observation contradicts the consistency, a
revision is triggered

Here, each agent has its own model : individualistic
version.

a desynchronization effect can occur as the number of
agent increases
allows a variety of concurrent models
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Learner Critic Interation

An interaction unfolds as follows.
a Learner proposes its model to the Critic agent
Critic agent either accept the model, or provides a
counter example, that is, an observation contradicting
this model.
Whenever the Learner receive a coutner example, it
revise its model to take it into account.

A global revision is then a sequence of interaction
between the Learner and the other agents acting as
Critic.

In sequential revision, Learner proposes in turn its
model to each agent until of them accept it, restarting
from the beginning each time it revises its model.
shown to guarantee that the model of the Learner will
be consistent with the observations of all agent at the
end of the process.
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In Action Learning

An interaction unfolds as follows.
a Learner proposes its model to the Critic agent
Critic agent either accept the model, or provides a
counter example, that is, an observation contradicting
this model.
Whenever the Learner receive a coutner example, it
revise its model to take it into account.

A global revision is then a sequence of interaction
between the Learner and the other agents acting as
Critic.

In sequential revision, Learner proposes in turn its
model to each agent until of them accept it, restarting
from the beginning each time it revises its model.
shown to guarantee that the model of the Learner will
be consistent with the observations of all agent at the
end of the process.
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MAS learning architecture

Action cycle
1 Decide. Given current state and goal, chose an action

to perform.
2 Act. Perform the action decided in previous step.
3 Observe. Get the actual resulting state after performing

the action to update current state.
4 Learn collaboratively. If observed effect is different from

the expected one, update action model by learning.
Then, trigger a SMILE global revision.
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Learning an action model : IRALe

Agents might share experience or knowledge
to learn a better model
to make a better decision

Use of an action model ?
Prediction (deductive). Anticipate courses of events.
Planning (abductive). Find a course of event that
produce desired goals.

Collaboratively :
Community-aided prediction.
Community-aided planning.
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Community-aided prediction

Process
Given a state and an action, each competent agent
predicts an outcome.
Decide predicted effect with majority voting.

Similar to ensemble learning.
A competent agent is one that can predict an effect
without relying on the default rule.
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Community-aided Planning

Decide process
1 The agent attempts planning with its current action

model to reach its goal given current state.
2 If a plan is found, select first action of this plan
3 Else, choose a random action.

Community-aided planning
Whenever the agent fails to find a plan, it asks for
advice to other agents.
Each agent applies its action model to search for a
model and return the first aciton of its planif it finds one,
otherwise, it jsut announces that it is not competent for
this task.
Acting agent chose an action by majority vote among
the competent agent (those that gave an advice),
breaking ties randomly.
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The colored blocks world

When performing move(a,b), a is actually moved on top of
b only if a and b have the same color. Otherwise, a is not
moved and its color shifts to the same color as b

The action model needs 7 rules for action move

• The revision mechanism M is the IRALE revision mech-
anism described in section 2.3. It ensures that when
some counterexample x is observed, the revised model
T.R� is consistent with the memorized information T.X∪
{x}.

Recall that during its trajectory, an IRALE agent, among
all his observations, only memorizes internal counterexam-
ples, i.e. state/action/effect triples that have at some mo-
ment contradicted their current action model and that such
memorization scheme ensures learning convergence in the
realizable case to the target action model.

Now also recall that proposition 4 in section ?? ensures
that the iSMILE revision mechanism Ms, built around the
local revision mechanism M , is locally mas-consistent, i.e.
ensures that the current theory of any agent i is consistent
with the state of the agents memories in the community
at the time t of last revision of agent i. Finally we have
to ensure compositionality of the revision mechanism. This
straightforwardly works as far as we consider that the agents
acts in separate environments that all follow the same action
model.

We will consider hereafter a community of agents acting
in separate environments obeying the same action model. In
order to experiment this framework we have to state what
is the rational behavior of an agent outside the pure com-
munication and revision processes.

4.2 The agent behavior model
We consider here a community of individualistic agents

acting in their own environment. The behavior of an agent
i is as follows: at a given moment, the agent has a current
action model and corresponding counterexamples memory.
It is also provided with some goal it has to reach, as for in-
stance stacking block b on top of block c. The agent tries to
build a plan, using some planning mechanism. If it succeeds
in building a plan, this means that its current action model
predict some effect ê of the first action a of the plan in the
current state s. It will then perform this action, observing
the effect e. If e = ê this means that the new current state s�

is as intended in the plan execution and the agent will apply
the next action of the plan, else this prediction error defines
a new counterexample x with x.s = s, x.a = a, x.e = e, the
current action model is revised locally and the new model
is transmitted to the other agents, therefore triggering the
iSMILE Ms global revision process. If planning fails, then
random actions are selected and performed and planning is
attempted again until a new plan can be tentatively exe-
cuted.

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Problems
We consider a variant of the blocks world domain in which

color predicates as b(X) (black) and w(X) (white) are in-
troduced. This domain requires learning several rules for
capturing the impact of blocks color on the effect of the
action move. In the colored-blocks world, when the agent
performs the action move(a, b), a is actually moved on top
of b only if a and b have the same color. Otherwise, a is
not moved and its color shifts to the same color as b like
illustrated by the two rules of Table 3. As a result, in the
2-colors 7-blocks world the target action model needs 7 rules

bl(A), bl(B), bl(C), move(A, B) on(A, B),
cl(A), cl(B), w(A), w(B), ¬on(A, C),

on(A, C), on(B, D) cl(C), ¬cl(B)
bl(A), bl(B), bl(C), move(A, B) b(A),

cl(A), cl(B), w(A), b(B), ¬w(A)
on(A, C), on(B, D)

Table 3: Two of the seven rules describing move-
ment blocks in colored blocks world.

to model the action move and the state space is composed
of nearly 5 million states.

5.2 Experimental set-up and results
Experiments in the colored blocks world domain are per-

formed for communities of 1, 5 and 30 agents, each consisting
in N runs (where N=100). For each agent a run is divided
in episodes of at most 50 actions each. The agent starts
the first episode with a null model and the current model
at the end of an episode is the starting model at the be-
ginning of the next episode. During an episode, the agent
explores its environment, starting from a random state, and
tries to reach a random goal, both provided by some external
controller. Collaborative learning follows the ISMILE pro-
tocol and exploration is performed according to the agent
behavior described in section 4.2. Each agent uses FF [6] as
a planner. For that purpose, the goal, domain and action
model are translated into an equivalent PDDL [8] planning
task. The FF planner is then allowed a short time (5s)
to find a plan or state that planning has failed. The whole
framework is implemented in PROLOG and make plain uses
of PROLOG threads.

The purpose of the experiments is to investigate the bene-
fit of collaboration. We are interested first in the predictive
accuracy of an agent as a function of the total number t
of actions he has performed since the start from the null
model. Predictive accuracy estimates the probability of cor-
rect prediction of the current model and is computed on
100 random state/action pairs whose effect is obtained us-
ing the correct model. Figure 2 displays the averaged ac-
curacies on N runs for communities of 1, 5 and 30 agents.
In the same figure we have also reported the predictive ac-
curacy of a single agent using a baseline relational action
learning learner. The baseline learner, further referred to
as BL, closely follows the method implemented in MARLIE
[4] except that rather than the TG incremental relational
decision tree learner, we used the more stable state of the
art batch relational tree learner TILDE [1] which does not
revise models but learn them from scratch given the exam-
ples memory. The example memory, as in the IRALE case,
only contains counterexamples. Clearly, BL starts with very
low accuracies while IRALE performs much better. This is
due to the fact that the IRALE learner is very conservative
and starts from a null model that always predict void effect
whatever is the state and action. As many state/action pairs
in the block colored world do result in void effect, IRALE
accuracy starts at a high level. BL does not benefit from this
bias. The BL agent needs 400 actions to reach the IRALE
accuracy.

To interpret the clear benefit of collaboration we observe,
we first note that there is a strong relation between the
accuracy and the total number of revisions the agent has
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The Rover domain

from the International Planning Competition 1

substantially more complex
a larger number of possibly irrelevant action conditions :
probability that acting randomly leads to a void effect is
larger than 90 %

an agent corresponds to a base monitoring
a team of r rovers
equipped with c cameras.
The rovers navigate on some area, divided in w
way-points, of a planet surface and
the team has to perform o objectives regarding science
gathering operations. The results of the experiments
are communicated to the base.

A particular rover domain in our experiments is
described as the tuple (r ,w ,o, c) and is denoted
Rover-rwoc.

1. http://ipc.icaps-conference.org/

http://ipc.icaps-conference.org/
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Mains features of the 2 domains

Domain Actions State/Effects #rules
#act. arity #pred. arity

7b2c 1 2 4 2 7
Rover 9 6 27 3 12
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Experimental set-up

Communities of 1and 20 agents in N runs (typically
N = 100).
A run (typically 1000 actions) is divided into episodes of
at most 50 actions each associated to a random goal
per agent.
Each agent starts a run with the null action model.
Critics sends all their counterexamples when answering
to a learner agent
Planning done using FF with sort time ( 2s itme out)
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Community-aided prediction

Cancels Desynchronization effect
Slightly better due to voting
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Collaborative Planning

Enhance success ratio
especially with many actions (outperforms single agent)
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Effect of collaborative planning on predictive
accuracy

Affects exploration and thus learning
First efficient active exploration, but then action rules that
are not used in planning might not be learned
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Conclusion

Two mechanisms to benefit from the community at decision
level

Community-aided action effect prediction : enhance
accuracy, getting even slightly better prediction that an
agent performing as many actions as the whole
community
Likewise, community aided action selection improves
task success ratio, though it slightly affects learning.

Future lead :
Planning directly with different theories (using vote in
the planner itself)
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Thanks for your attention.

Any questions ?
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